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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a real symmetric n X n matrix, and let K, a proper subset of R”, be a 
polyhedral cone. Then A is called almost nonnegatiae definite on K if it is not 
nonnegative definite on K but is nonnegative definite of order n - 1 on K. If A is 
nonnegative definite on K, it is termed almost nonnegatizje definite plus (almost 
positive definite) on K if it is not nonnegative definite plus (positive definite) on K 
but is nonnegative definite plus (positive definite) of order n - 1 on K. Such almost 
definite matrices are of crucial importance in deriving criteria for conditional definite- 
ness. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for almost definite matrices. We 
also determine breaking rays of these kinds of matrices, i.e., rays in K on which the 
conditional definiteness class in question is violated. The basic mathematical tools 
used are principal pivoting and quadratic programming. The paper is an extension of 
a recent one where the author studied almost copositive matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a real symmetric n x n matrix, and let K, a proper subset of 
Iw”, be a polyhedral cone. Then A is called almost nonnegative definite on K 
if it is not nonnegative definite on K but is nonnegative definite of order 
n - 1 on K. If A is nonnegative definite on K, it is termed almost nonnega- 
tive definite plus (almost positive definite) on K if it is not nonnegative 
definite plus (positive definite) on K but is nonnegative definite plus 
(positive definite) of order n - 1 on K. (A is nonnegative or positive definite 
of order n - 1 on K if it is nonnegative or positive definite on the boundary 
of K; in the nonnegative definite plus case the corresponding definition is 
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more complicated.) Such almost definite matrices are of crucial importance 
in deriving criteria for conditional definiteness. Some results on these kinds 
of matrices are scattered in [lo, 121. 
After some preliminaries we develop basic theory for almost definite 
matrices in Section 3. In Section 4 we establish a connection between 
conditional definiteness and quadratic programming. In Sections 5-6 we 
propose criteria for almost definite matrices, using principal pivoting and 
quadratic programming as the basic mathematical tools. Section 5 discusses 
the case of the so-called nonnegative polyhedral cone (contained in the 
nonnegative orthant Iw: of lQ”>, whereas Section 6 deals with the case of the 
general polyhedral cone. 
If A is almost definite on K, then there is in K at least one so-called 
breaking ray on which the conditional definiteness class in question is 
violated. The abovementioned criteria yield breaking rays of almost definite 
matrices as by-products. 
The present paper is an extension of [13], where the author studied 
almost copositive matrices (these matrices are special cases, with K = iw;, of 
almost definite matrices). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If A E W’x” (A is a real m X n matrix), we denote its row i by Ai, its 
column j by aj, its transpose by AT, and its null space by J(A). The 
inequalities A > 0, A 2 0, etc. are elementwise. If R C{l,. . , m} and S C 
11,. *. > n}, we let A,, stand for the submatrix of A induced by rows R and 
columns S, denoting the singleton {h} by h. A row submatrix of A, 
consisting of rows R, is denoted by A,, and a column submatrix of A, 
consisting of columns S, by A *s. If A is square, we write det A for its 
determinant. By a principal permutation of a square matrix we mean equal 
permutation of the rows and the columns. Nonnegative (positive) definite is 
abbreviated as nnd (pd). Any vector r = (xi,. . , x,,) E IR” is interpreted as an 
n x 1 matrix. Its Euclidean norm is denoted by ((x]]. If x E [w” and y E iw”“, 
we write 
and (x, yji for its ith component. The empty set is denoted by 0, and the 
cardinality of a set R by JR]. If r E R, we abbreviate R - r = R \{r}. The 
nonnegative orthant of Iw” is denoted by iw;. 
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If f : R” + R and K c Iw”, we let f I K or fK stand for the restriction of f 
to K. If f is differentiable, we denote the gradient off at x E R” by Vf(r). 
If 0 # K c Iw”, we write K ’ for its orthocomplement in R”. The interior 
and boundary of K are denoted by int K and dK, respectively. The linear 
hull (afine hull) of K, t o e b d enoted by linhull K (aff.hull K), is the linear 
(affine) space of smallest dimension containing K. The dimension of K, 
denoted by dim K, is defined as the dimension of aff.hull K. The interior of K 
in the relative topology induced on aff.hull K is called the relutive interior of 
K, to be denoted rel.int K. 
A (convex) polyhedral cone is of the form 
K = {x E Wlv = Bx > 0) with B E R”‘“n\{O}, (2.1) 
where x are the free vuriables and u the nonnegative variables. K is solid if 
dim K = n. The set K n ( - K) = .A’( B) is the lineality space of K, to be 
denoted by lin.space K. If linspace K = {O) or, equivalently, B is of full 
column rank, then K is termed pointed. The faces of K are defined as 
follows. If T c 11,. , m}, the set 
K, = {x E KlvT = B, x=O}=cN(B,.)nK 
is called a p-face of K, where p = dim K,. A face of K is called a facet of K 
if its dimension is one less than the dimension of K. A special case of (2.1) is 
the nonnegative polyhedral cone 
K={r~R”(x>~,v=~x>o} with B E iwJrlxtr, (2.2) 
which is always pointed. 
If AER’)‘~” and Rc{l,..., m},Sc{l,..., nl with IRl=\S(, then the 
pivotal operation with the pivot A,, is denoted by PRs. It exchanges the 
variables ya and xs in the equation y = Ax. The principal pivotal operation 
PER is abbreviated as Pa. The Schur complement [2] of A,,s in A is 
obtained from PRSA by deleting rows R and columns S. Any matrix 
obtained from a square matrix A by means of a principal pivotal operation 
followed by a principal permutation is called a principal transform of A. If 
A=[Aij]N! “lXn is a block matrix, we let PCr,).) stand for the block pivotal 
operation with the pivot A,,Y. A single pivotal operation with the pivot ars is 
denoted by Pr,. If, in a square matrix A, we have arrass = 0 + arsasr, then 
we call 9r,.9’v, a symmetric nonprincipal pivot pair, and we have Ptr,,%,A = 
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~,,~r,~&.A, where dr’,, stands for the principal permutation interchanging 
the rows and columns r and s. 
By the inertia of a symmetric matrix A we mean the triple 
InA = (n+(A),n-(A),n,(A)), 
where n + (A), n _ (A), and n&A) stand for the numbers of positive, negative, 
and zero eigenvalues of A. If B is nonsingular, then In BTAB = In A (Sylves- 
ter’s law of irzertia). Moreover, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1 [5, Theorem 11. If A = AT E Rnx” with A,, nonsingular 
and if G is the Schur complement of ARR in A, then In A = In A,, + In G. 
Let A = AT E R”x”, 9(x> = xrAx, let L be a subspace of dimension k of 
R”, let G E Rnxk be a basis of L, and let x = Gy with y E [Wk. Then yL has 
the expression Y,(y) = 9(Gy) = yrGrAGy, and A,, := GTAG is the symmetric 
matrix of qL with respect to the basis G. We define the relatioe inertia of A 
with respect to L: 
In(A/L) = (n+(A/L),n_(A/L),n,(A/L)) := In A,. 
This definition is independent of the choice of the basis G. By [lo, p. 311 we 
have 
n+(A/L) <n+(A), n_(A/L) <n_(A). (2.3) 
We shall need the following auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 2.1. i’f L is a subspace of R”, iff: R” -+ R is dz@rentiable at 
x E L, and ay 9 is the orthogonal projection of R” onto L, then VfL(x> = 
a(vf(x)). 
Proof Clearly, fL is differentiable at X. If M ' := LS'(Vf(r 1) = 0, then the 
directional derivative @XX; z) off at x in the direction z equals zero for all 
.z EL, implying VfJx)= 0. If again x1 f 0, then y1 := x’/]]r’I] is the 
direction of steepest ascent of fL. at r (see [7, Theorem 5.81) and DfL(x; y’> 
= DfCx; y’) = Ilxlll. so VfJx> = x1. n 
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LEMMA 2.2. @ V, is a subspace of R” and V, a subspace of V,, and 
&zl :R”+V1, Szz :w+v, are orthogonal projections onto V, and V,, 
respectively, then 9, = Sz9,. 
Next we state some basic definitions; cf. [3, 10, 12, 131. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If A = A’ E RnXn, q(x) = xTAx, L is a subspace of R”, 
and0#K~L, then 
(i) q,, is nonnegative definite (nnd) on K if 
(ii) q, is nonnegative definite plus (nnd plus) on K if 
yL is nnd on K, and XEK, yL(x)=O - Vq(x)~Ll. 
(iii) q, is positive definite (pd) on K if 
y,isnndon K, and XEK, qL(x)=O - x=0. 
qL is nnd (nnd plus, pd) if it is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on L. 
A is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on 0 + K c [w” if y is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on K 
(in particular, A is nnd plus on K if it is nnd on K, and x E K, xTAx = 0 
imply Ax = 0). Moreover, A or q is copositive (copositive plus, strictly 
copositive) if it is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on R:. 
REMARK 2.1. If y :lQ” + R is a quadratic form, L is a subspace of R”, 
and qL is nnd on a set 0 f K c L which is relatively open in L, then yr. is 
nnd plus on K (in particular, if qL is nnd, then it is nnd plus). To see this, 
assume that x E K is a zero of y. Then x is a minimum of q on L, whence 
Vy(x> E Ll by the Lagrange optimality condition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A, L,q be as in Definition 2.1, and let K CL be as 
in (2.1). Then qL is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of order k, 0 ,< k < dim L, on K if the 
restriction of q to Jy(I?‘)n L is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on JY(B’) n K for all 
row submatrices B’ of B such that dim J”(B’) n L = k. The function qL is 
nnd (nnd plus, pd) of exact order k on K if it is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of order k 
but not of order k + 1 on K. The matrix A is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of order or 
exact order k on K if q is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of order or exact order k on K. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A = AT E [WnXn is copositive (copositive plus, strictly 
copositive, nnd, pd) of order k, 0 < k < n, if every principal submatrix of 
order k of A belongs to the class in question. A is copositive (copositive plus 
etc.) of exact order k if it is copositive (copositive plus etc.) of order k but 
not of order k + 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A = AT E RnX” IS almost copositive if it is copositive 
of exact order n - 1. A copositive matrix A = A?‘ E RnXn is almost copositive 
plus (almost strictly copositive) if it is copositive plus (strictly copositive) of 
exact order n - 1. 
If A = AT E Rnx” is not nnd (nnd plus, pd) on a polyhedral cone K, then 
there is in I( at least one so-called breaking ray for that class of conditional 
definiteness, i.e., a half line emanating from the origin on which the class in 
question is violated. A nonzero point of the breaking ray is called a breaking 
point (any breaking point gives an indication that the matrix does not belong 
to the conditional definiteness class under consideration). 
In the present study we shall be concerned with matrices which are 
almost definite on a polyhedral cone, defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A, K, L, 4 be as in Definition 2.2, let p = dim L, 
and assume that K z L. Then yr. is almost nonnegative definite on K if it is 
nnd of exact order p - 1 on K. If qL is nnd on K, it is almost nonnegative 
definite plus (almost positive definite) on K if it is nnd plus (pd) of exact 
order p - 1 on K. The matrix A is almost nnd (almost nnd plus, almost pd) 
on K if CJ is almost nnd (almost nnd plus, almost pd) on K. Almost nnd, 
almost nnd plus, and almost pd matrices are almost de$nite matrices. 
REMARK 2.2. For reasons of brevity, we have called certain matrices 
(almost) nnd etc. on K. Strictly speaking, it is the associated quadratic forms 
that are (almost) nnd etc. on K. 
REMARK 2.3. If q: R” + l%’ is a quadratic form, L is a subspace of R”, 
and K c L is a polyhedral cone, then 
(i) qL is almost nnd on K if and only if dim K = dim L and y is nnd on 
all facets of K but not on K; 
(ii) qL is almost pd on K if and only if dim K = dim L and 4 is nnd but 
not pd on K and pd on all facets of K. 
REMARK 2.4. Let A, K, L, q be as in Definition 2.2, and assume that 
f:=%, is almost nnd (almost nnd plus, almost pd) on K. Then, if the 
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consideration is restricted to L, f is almost nnd (almost nnd plus, almost pd) 
on K. In the almost nnd and almost pd cases this follows from Remark 2.3, 
and in the almost nnd plus case from Lemmas 2.1-2.2. 
Throughout we shall let A = AT E [WnXn, B E [WmX”, 9(r)= xTAx, and 
N = (1,. . , n). If L = {x E 58” 1 ~a = 0} in Definition 2.2 or 2.5 and E = N \ R, 
we shall occasionally identify ARE with qL. For example, if qL is almost pd 
on K c L (i.e., A,, is almost pd on K, := (x~ I B, EXE > O}), we may say that 
A,, is almost pd on K. 
3. BASIC THEORY 
In this section we shall derive some basic results on matrices which are 
almost definite on a polyhedral cone. Most of these results are extensions of 
the corresponding ones in [12, 131 concerning rW’+’ or a general pointed 
polyhedral cone (for alternative proofs see Remark 6.6 below). We shall 
repeatedly need the following lemma. 
LEXl!vlA 3.1. If 9 : R” + R is a quadratic form, K c Iw” is a polyhedral 
cone, K, = K U ( - K), and L = linhull K, then: 
(i) lf qL is almost nnd on K, then it is pd on L\ K 0. 
(ii) lf qL is nnd on K but not pd on rel.int K, then it is nnd plus. 
(iii) If 9, is almost pd on K, then it is nnd plus and, in addition, pd on 
L\K,. 
Here (i) and (iii) are direct consequences of [lo, pp. 23-261, and (ii) 
sharpens slightly [4, Theorem 51. We give a short unified proof for the 
lemma. 
Proof. In case (i) [(ii), (iii)] th ere is an x^ E rel.int K with 9(?) < 0 
[=O,=O]. If 9(X)60 [<O,<O] for some ZEL\K~, then there is an 
(Y E (0, 1) such that X, := (l- cu)? + a? belongs to a facet of K. We have 
9(x,) = (I- 49(g) + Ly~9(x)+241-4arA?>O [ho, >Ol, 
implying in all cases aTA? > 0. Applying the same procedure to - X yields 
gTAjz < 0, a contradiction. To conclude the proof of (ii) and (iii), refer to 
Remark 2.1. n 
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We shall first state some properties of almost nnd matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1. If A = A“ E Rnx” is almost nnd on the K of (2.1) 
y(x) = x%x, and Li = (x E R” I oi = 0), i = 1,. , m, then: 
(i) K is solid. 
(ii) For any i, q I Li is nnd plus and, in addition, pd on L,\K, with 
K,=Ku(-K). 
(iii) n_(A) = 1, and there is an eigenvector in int K associated with the 
negative eigenvalue. 
(iv) If A is pd f o or d er n - 1 on K, then it is nonsingular and pd on any 
Li. 
(v) If A is pd on lin.space K (in particular, if K is pointed), then A is 
nonsingular. The concerse holds if rank B > 2. 
If K is poirzted or A is nonsingular, then, in addition: 
(vi) In A = (n - 1, l,O> and det A < 0. 
(vii) A is pd on any Li n Lj of dimension n -2. 
(viii) In(A/L,)=(n-l,O,O) or (n-2,0,1), i=l,..., m. 
Proof. (i): See Remark 2.3. 
(ii): Use Lemma 3.1(i) and Remark 2.1. 
(iii)-(iv): It follows from Lemma 3.1(i) that, in (iv), A is pd on any Li. To 
prove the rest, let A be nnd (pd) of order n - 1 on K. Using Lemma 3.1(i), 
we infer that any eigenvector of A associated with a negative (nonpositive) 
eigenvalue must lie in int K or int( - K). Because A is not nnd, it has a 
negative eigenvalue A, and an associated eigenvector x” E int K. If A has 
another negative (nonpositive) eigenvalue A,_ i, let m-i E int K, orthogonal 
to xn, be an eigenvector associated with it. Because the sum of the dimen- 
sions of Li and V:= lin.hull(x”-‘, x”) exceeds n, there is in Li n V a point 
x # 0. But x E V implies q(x) < 0 ( < 0), a contradiction. We deduce that in 
(iii), n_(A) = 1, and in (iv), A is nonsingular. 
(v): Let x^ E int K be an eigenvector of A associated with the negative 
eigenvalue. If AZ = 0 for some E # 0, consider the line x = i? + crX, (Y E [w. 
This line crosses dK, because otherwise we would have X E linspace K (see 
[lo, Lemma 3.51) which is impossible. If now x0 := i? + a,?? EJK, then 
4(x0) = 9(f) < 0, a contradiction. To prove the converse assume, on the 
contrary, that there is a zero r E M(B)\(O) of q. Then x belongs to the 
intersection of two separate subspaces Li and Lj, whence, in view of (ii), 
Vq(x) = 2Ax E Lf n Lf =(O), contradicting the nonsingularity of A. 
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(vi) follows from (iii) and (v). 
(vii): If Li I? Lj, of dimension n -2, contains a zero x # 0 of 9, then it 
follows from (ii) that Vq(x)~ Lt n Lf ={O}. But Vq(x)= 2Ax = 0 contra- 
dicts the nonsingularity of A. 
(viii): In view of (ii), n_(A / Li) = 0, and in view of (vii) and (2.3) 
n+(A/L)>, n -2. n 
REMARK 3.1. The converse result in Theorem 3.1(v) does not hold if 
rank B = 1. For example, if 
A=[:’ _;I, K=(xER”(x,HI), 
then A is nonsingular and almost nnd on K but not pd on linspace K = {x E 
Iw” I x2 = 0). 
Next we shall consider almost pd matrices. 
THEOHEM 3.2. lf a quadratic form 9 : R” + If4 is almost pd on the K of 
(2.11, then: 
(i> K is solid. 
(ii) 9 is pd on any hyperplane {x E R” I ci = O}. 
Proof. (i): See Remark 2.3. 
(ii): See Lemma S.l(iii). n 
Moreover, we have the following result, which hears some resemblance 
to [lo, Theorems 3.9-3.101. 
THEOREMS 3.3. A = A’ E [W’lXn is almost pd on the K of (2.1) if and only 
if In A = (n - l,O, 1) and A has an eigemector in int K associated with the 
zero eigenzjalue. 
Proof. Necessity: Clearly, A is singular. In view of Lemma S.l(iii) (with 
L = R”), A cannot have negative eigenvalues, and any eigenvector of A 
associated with the zero eigenvalue must lie in int K or int( - K). If zero 
were a multiple eigenvalue of A, there would be two orthogonal eigenvectors 
xn- ‘, X” E int K associated with this eigenvalue. This is, however, impossi- 
ble; cf. Theorem 3.2(ii) and the proof of Theorem 3.l(iv). 
Sufficiency: Note that A is nnd and of rank n - 1. Thus the eigenvector, 
say f, in int K, associated with the zero eigenvalue of A, is unique (up to 
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multiples). If x E R” yields xTAx = 0, then Ax = 0, and so x is a multiple of 
2. It follows that A is pd on c~K. n 
REMARK 3.2. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that a matrix 
A = AT E [WnXn which is almost pd on the K of (2.1) has only one breaking 
ray, any eigenvector f E int K of A associated with the zero eigenvalue 
being a breaking point. 
Then we turn our attention to almost nnd-plus matrices. 
REMARK 3.3. It is easy to see that in the case n = 1 there are no 
matrices which are almost nnd plus on the K of (2.1). 
REMARK 3.4. If B E [WiXn \(O}, then no matrix A = AT E Rnx” is almost 
nnd plus on the K of (2.1) (note that A is nnd if it is nnd on K). 
THEOREM 3.4. If A = AT E Rnx” is almost nnd plus on the K of (2.11, 
q(x) = x*Ar, and K, = K U( - K), then: 
(i) dim K&n--l. 
(ii) A is pd on int K. 
(iii) A is pd on an (n -2)-f ace K, of K af and only zf K, f~ M(A) = (0). 
(iv) K has an (n - l)-face K, such that qL with L = linhull K, is nnd 
plus and, in addition, not pd on K 1. 
(v) n_(A) = 1, and there is an eigenvector in R”\ K, associated with the 
negative eigenvalue. 
(vi) Zf A is pd on linspace K (in particular, if K is pointed), then A is 
nonsingular. The converse holds if rank B > 2. 
Zf K is pointed or A is nonsingular, then, in addition: 
(vii) In A = (n - 1, 1,O) and det A < 0. 
(viii) A is pd f o exact order n - 2 on K and, letting K, and L be as in (iv), 
qL is almost pd on K, and pd on L\K,. 
(ix) Zf L is as in (iv), then In(A / L) = (n - 2,0,1). 
Proof. (i) follows from [12, Theorem 6.41. However, we give a short 
direct proof. There is a zero x^ E K of q with Vq(x^) # 0. If dim K < n - 2, 
then x^ belongs to the intersection of two separate hyperplanes vr = 0 and 
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v, = 0. But then Vq(f) is orthogonal to both these hyperplanes, implying 
Vy(?) = 0 [cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1(v)], a contradiction. 
(ii): If x E int K is a zero of q, then q is nnd; see Lemma 3.1(n). 
(iii): Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency assume, on the contrary, 
that x E K2\(0) is a zero of q. Because x belongs to the intersection of two 
separate hyperplanes v, = 0 and vs = 0, we have Vq(x> = 2Ax = 0 [see the 
proof of (i)], whence x E K, n &‘(A), a contradiction. 
(iv): In view of (i>-(u), there is an (n - I)-face K, of K containing a zero 
x^ of q with Vq(x^) z 0. We must have x^ E rel.int K i. Indeed, if f belongs to 
a facet of K,, then Vq(S> = 0; see the proof of (i). It follows from Lemma 
3.1(n) that qL is nnd plus. 
(v): Because A is not nnd, it has a negative eigenvalue. Any eigenvector 
associated with a negative eigenvalue must clearly lie outside of K,. If there 
were two negative eigenvalues A, _ 1 and A,, there would be two orthogonal 
eigenvectors x I’- ’ and x” associated with A,_ 1 and h,, respectively. This is, 
however, impossible; cf. the proof of Theorem S.l(iii), with Li replaced by 
the L of (iv). 
(vi): Let K 1 and L be as in (iv), and let x^ E relint K 1 be a zero of q with 
Vq(?) E L’- \{O}. A ssume, on the contrary, that Ax’ = 0 for some X’ # 0. Let 
x2 be an eigenvector of A associated with the negative eigenvalue. Then L 
contains a point x3 = crix’ + (Y~x’ f 0; cf. the proof of Theorem 3.l(iv). 
Because 0 < 4(x3> = o$q(x”) < 0 and q(r”) < 0, we must have (Ye = 0. Thus 
X3 = (y xl 
1 ) and X’ E L. The line x = x^ + (YX~, u E [w, crosses a facet of K, in 
a point x0 = R + Lyox’, say; cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1(v). Now y(x”) = 0, 
implying Vq(xO> = Vq(x^)+ aoVq(xl)= Vq(x^) = 0 [cf. the proof of (i)], a 
contradiction. To prove the converse, note that any x E J’(B)\{O} belongs 
to an (n -2)-face of K, and use (iii). 
(vii) follows from (v) because A is always nonsingular; see (vi). 
(viii): A is pd f d o or er n - 2 on K by (iii), and qL is almost pd on K 1 by 
(iv). The rest follows from Lemma 3.l(iii). 
(ix) follows from (viii) and Theorem 3.3. n 
REMARK 3.5. The converse result in Theorem 3.4(vi) does not hold if 
rank B = 1. For example, if 
A=’ l 
[ 1 1 0’ 
K={x~R”lx,=0), 
then A is nonsingular and almost nnd plus on K, but not pd on lin.space 
K = K. 
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REMARK 3.6. Theorem 3.4(viii) does not hold if K is nonpointed and A 
is singular. For example, if 
then K is not pointed and A is singular and almost nnd plus on K. However, 
anypointofthel-faceK,:={x=ax’Ix’=(l,O,O),oE[W]ofK isazeroof 
q(x) = rTAx. 
If A = A?‘ E Iwnx” is almost nnd plus on the K of (2.1) then, by Theorem 
3.4(i), dim K = n - 1 or n. We give a lemma for distinguishing between these 
two cases. 
LEMMA 3.2. L,etA=AT~R”X’L I?e almost nnd plus on the K of (2.1) 
and assume that no row of B is a nonnegative multiple of another. Then one of 
the following statements holds: 
(i) The rows of B are pairwise linearly independent (in which case K is 
solid). 
(ii) The rows of B are pairwise linearly independent except that for a 
unique pair (k, r), k < r, B, is a negative multiple of B, (in which case 
dim K = n - 1). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if dim K = n - 1, then the rows of B are 
not pairwise linearly independent. So we assume that dim K = n - 1. The 
rows of B are obviously nonzero. Take an x E relint K. Clearly, there must 
be a pair (k, r), k < r, such that B,x = B,x = 0. With R = (k, r) we have 
dimJ(B,) = n - 1, whence B, and B, are linearly dependent. n 
The following two corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem 3.4(vi). 
COROLLARY 3.1. lf a singular matrix A = A’ E [w n x n is nnd plus of order 
n - 1 on a pointed polyhedral cone K, then it is nnd plus on K. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If A = AT E Rnx” is almost nnd plus on a pointed 
polyhedral cone K, then there is no nonzero x E K with Ax = 0. 
REMARK 3.7. Corollaries 3.1-3.2 do not generalize to nonpointed poly- 
hedral cones. This is seen from the numerical example given in Remark 3.6. 
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Moreover, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.5. lf A = A’ E Rnx” is nnd but not pd on a polyhedral cone 
K, and A is pd of order n - 2 on K, then A is almost nnd plus on K (and 
hence pd of exact order n - 2 on K). 
Proof. Note first that dim K > n - 1, because otherwise A would be pd 
on K; see [12, Theorem 6.41. Let K, be any (n -l)-face of K, and let 
L = linhull K ,. Because g, is nnd on relint K 1, it is nnd plus on this set (cf. 
Remark 2.1) and thus on K 1. n 
As an application of the above theory we give new proofs for [I2, 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.41; cf. also [lo, Theorems 3.14 and 3.151. 
THEOREM 3.6. A = AT E [WnXn with n+(A) = p < n is nnd (nnd plus, 
pd) on a pointed polyhedral cone K c [w” if and only if it is nnd (nnd plus, 
pd) of order p + 1 on K. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency, assume that A is nnd 
(nnd plus, pd) of exact order k < n. Then there is a row submatrix B’ of B 
with dim &‘(B’) = k + 1 such that the restriction of q to L := JV(B’) is nnd 
(nnd plus, pd) of exact order k on K 1 := L n K. If the consideration is 
restricted to L, then f := qr, is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of exact order k on K,. In 
the nnd and pd cases this is obvious; in the nnd plus case we make use of 
Lemmas 2.1-2.2. If f is nnd of exact order k on K,, then k = n+(A/L)< 
n+(A) = p; see Theorem 3.l(vi) and (2.3). If again f is nnd plus (pd) of exact 
order k on K,, then one of the following statements holds: 
(i) f is not nnd on K 1, in which case k < p; see above. 
(ii) f 1 t d 1 ( 1 is a mos nn p us a most pd) on K,, in which case k = n+(A/L) 
< n+(A) = p; see Theorems 3.3 and 3.4(vii), and (2.3). 
In all cases we have a contradiction. n 
THEOREM 3.7. A = AT E Rnx” is nnd (nnd plus, pd) on a polyhedral 
cone K c Iw" of dimension s < n if and only ifit is nnd of order s (nnd plus of 
order s + I, pd of order s) on K. 
Proof. We prove the nontrivial nnd plus case. Necessity is obvious. To 
prove sufficiency, let k, B’, L, K,, f be as in the proof of the nnd plus case of 
Theorem 3.6. Then, if the consideration is restricted to L, f is nnd plus of 
exact order k on K 1. If f is not nnd on K 1, then it is almost nnd on K 1, in 
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which case k + 1 = dim K, < dim K = s, implying k < s. If again f is almost 
nnd plus on K,, then dim K, equals k or k + 1, in which case k < dim K, < 
dim K = s. In both cases we have a contradiction. n 
4. CONDITIONAL DEFINITENESS AND 
QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING 
The nonnegative definiteness of a matrix on a polyhedral cone can be 
tested with the aid of quadratic programming; cf. [IS, Section 31. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A = AT E [WnXn and k E (1,. , m}, and assume that 
the K of (2.1) is not contained in the hyperplane ok = 0. Then A is nnd on K a? 
and only if 
q(x) = X'AX > 0 for all x E K with ok = Bkx = 1. (4.11 
Proof. Necessity: Obvious. 
Suficiency: Let x^ E K and i3 = B?. If 8, > 0, then 
q(f) =2;(fT,‘Gk)A(X^/6,) 20, 
because f/G, E K and B,(f/6,)= 1. If again 9, = 0, then it follows from 
continuity that q(x^) > 0. n 
The condition (4.1) can be checked by means of quadratic programming. 
Here we consider the K of (2.2) and replace ok = 1 by xk = 1 in (4.1). Then 
we have to solve the quadratic program 
min(qk(x,) := akk +2Aks~s + ~lAss~;/~s 2 0, B*srs + b, 2 O>> (4.2) 
where S = N - k. We have the following two cases: 
(i) The problem (4.2) is consistent (which holds trivially if K is solid). 
Then A is nnd on K if and only if the problem has a finite global minimum 2 
yielding q(x^) > 0. 
(ii) The problem (4.2) is inconsistent when K C(X E R” I xk = O}. If A,, 
is nnd, then clearly A is nnd on K. Otherwise set xk = 0, and choose a new k 
and construct a new quadratic program. Continuing, we find finally an 
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inconsistent convex problem [when A is nnd on K] or a consistent problem 
[see (i) above]. 
REMARK 4.1. If the implicit equations and redundant constraints are 
first removed from the K of (2.2>, th en K is solid and, for any k E N, we 
have case (i) above. 
We consider here solving the problem (4.2) where A,, is nnd when the 
problem is convex. This problem can be solved using for example the simplex 
method for quadratic programming; see e.g. [l], [6], and [8, pp. 261-2801. 
The algorithm is initiated from the table 
v= b, B,, 0 
where xs, v are the primal variables and y, us the dual variables. From now 
on the rows of B and the components of y and v are numbered n + 1,. . ., 
n + m. In addition, we define M = (1,. . , n + m}. Any table generated by the 
method is a principal transform of A, being (up to a principal permutation) of 
the form 
(4.3) 
where C,, and C,, are symmetric and nnd. In C, (w,, ,zi) are the primal 
variables and (wi,.z,) the dual variables. The variables .z are termed inde- 
pendent and the variables w dependent variables. If the problem has a finite 
solution, the method ends in an optimal table C with C,, > 0, C,, >, 0. The 
solution and the minimum value are obtained from this table by setting 
z = 0. 
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5. CRITERIA FOR NONNEGATIVE POLYHEDRAL CONES 
In this section we shall derive criteria for almost definiteness of matrices 
on nonnegative polyhedral cones (2.2) and determine breaking rays of almost 
definite matrices. The following extension of [13, Theorem 4.31 contains a test 
for almost nnd matrices. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A = AT E RnXn and B E Rmx”, and assume that no 
row of 
is a nonnegative multiple of another. Then A is not nnd on the K of (2.2) and 
is nnd (pd) of d or er n-l on K $and only zy InA=(n-l,l,O) and 
BA-‘BT<O(<O). 
Proof. Necessity: See [12, Theorems 3.7 and 3.101. 
Sufficiency : Let 
A-‘BT 
BA-‘BT 1 = BA-‘BT. (5.1) 
A is not nnd on K, because x := - A-‘BTe with e = (l,..., 1) yields & = 
- De > 0 and q(x)= e’De < 0. To prove that A is nnd (pd) on dK it 
suffices to show that A is nnd (pd) on any hyperplane L, := {x E Iw” I (x, v), 
= 0). There are two cases. 
(i) k < n. Apply [13, Theorem 4.31 and [3, Theorems 3.1 and 3.21. 
(ii) k > n. Let b,, # 0 and G = gkrprkx, and let 2 be obtained from x 
by replacing X, with vk. Then In G,, = In A = (n - 1, 1,O) by [12, Theorem 
3.91 and Sylvester’s law of inertia, and q*,G = 8,, D =G 0 ( < 0). By (il, 
lCTG NN? > 0 ( > 0) for any X E aB” with X, = 0, whence A is nnd (pd) on L,. 
W 
REMARK 5.1. If A, B, B, K, D are as in Theorem 5.1 and (5.1), then 
x := -_DNr - D, = - A-‘(B, + Es)T with r # s is a breaking point, be- 
cause Bx = - d, - d, > 0 and q(x) = d,, + d,,s +2d,, < 0; see [12, Theorem 
3.lO(vii)]. If d,, < 0, then - D,, is a breaking point. 
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Next we will study almost pd matrices. The following theorem is an 
extension of [13, Corollary 4.11. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A = AT E [WnXn, let B E R”‘x” have nonzero rows, let 
K be as in (2.2) and Aas in (5.1), and let k E N. Then A is almost pd on K $ 
and only if, with S = N - k, A,, is pd and in Cc= PsA, ckk = 0, and 
&k,k > O. 
Proof. Necessity: See [12, Theorems 3.8 and 3.111. 
Suficiency: Clearly, In A = (n - l,l,O). By the proof of [ll, Theorem 4.21, 
the unique eigenvector x^ of A associated with the zero eigenvalue is 
obtained from CNk by replacing the zero element ckk with one. We have 
4 E int K; cf. the proof of [12, Theorem 3.111. Finally use Theorem 3.3. n 
REMARK 5.2. If A = AT E [wnx” is almost pd on the K of (2.21, it has 
only one breaking ray, the x^ mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5.2 being a 
breaking point; see Remark 3.2. Adding E > 0 to any diagonal element of A 
yields a pd matrix. 
Then we turn our attention to matrices A = AT E [wnx” which are almost 
nnd plus on the K of (2.2). Th e o f 11 owing two theorems are extensions of [I3, 
Theorem 5.11. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A = AT E LQnx”, q(x) = xrAx, B E R’“x”, and let the 
rows of 
be pairwise linearly independent. If A is almost nnd plus on the K of (2.21, 
then, letting A and D be as in (5.1): 
(i) K is solid. 
(ii) K has an (n - l)-face K, contained in the hyperplane L := {x E R” I 
(x, E’)~ = 0}, say, such that qL is almost pd on K,. Here k is called a key index 
ofA. 
(iii) If k < n is a key index and h E S := N - k, then A,, is almost strictly 
copositive and in C := Ps_,,& CS_h,S_h is pd, CM_k,M_k is nnd, chh = 0, 
C.4-h,h > 0, and 
c,,=o, CM-k,k>o - CM-k&>@ 
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(iv) If k > n is a key index, b,, f 0, and G = PkrgCkA-, then G,, is 
almost nnd plus on K, := {X E R; I GM,N NX > O}, where X is obtained from x 
by replacing x, with v~, and r is a key index of G (thus (iii) applies to G on 
replacing k with I-1. 
(v) k_E M is a key index of Azfand only if d,, = 0 and DM_k,k > 0. 
(vi) A has one or two key indices. 
(vii) Ifna3 andk<nisakeyindexofA, thena,,> foralli+k. If 
there is another key index h < n, then aii > 0 for all i. 
(viii) Any principal minor qf order n of D is nonpositive. Any principal 
minor of order n - 1, containing a zero diagonal element, is nonpositive. 
Proof. (i): See Lemma 3.2. 
(ii): Use Theorem 3.4(k), (viii). 
(iii): By (ii), A,, is almost pd on K,, whence AS_,, S_h (hence Cs_h s_,l) 
is pd, cIth = 0, and cih > 0 for all i P {h, k}; see Theorem 5.2 (note that B,, 
has nonzero rows because the rows of B are pairwise linearly independent). 
By [13, Corollary 4.11, A,, is almost strictly copositive and as such nnd. Thus 
‘M-k M-k is nnd, and so is CM_k,M_k, because principal pivoting preserves 
nonnegative definiteness; see [9, Lemma 3.21. Let 
X Y 
u= A -BT 
A: 1 v= B 0 . 
Then the table corresponding to C is (up to a principal permutation) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where (Y = c hk, p = ckk, c2 > 0, c4 > 0. In this setting we have still to prove 
that CY > 0 and that 
P=O, c’>O, c3>0 =a cl>& c3>o, (5.4) 
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Note that (Y # 0, because A is nonsingular; see Theorem 3.4(vi). If LY < 0, 
then A is not nnd on K; see [12, Theorem 4.61. Thus (Y > 0. Finally we 
establish (5.4). Assuming that (cl, cs) has a zero component, we take, in (5.3), 
us_,, = 0, x,, = 0, xk = I, y = 0 when (x, 0) has at least two zero components, 
say h and r, and q(x)= 0. Th en, with R = {h, r), dim M(B,) = n - 1 
(because A is pd of order n -2), which is impossible, since fi, and B, are 
linearly independent. 
(iv): By [12, Theorem 3.91, G,, is almost nnd plus on K,, and GN_r,N_r 
is almost pd on the (n - I)-face of K, contained in the hyperplane Xr = 0. 
Thus r is a key index of G. 
(v): Let k be a key index of A. If k < n, then let h and C be as in (iii), 
and note that D = 9 (h,kjC. If again k > n, then let r,G be_as in (iv); apply 
the preceding result (key index < n), replacing k and A by r and G, 
respectively; and note that D = -ek,9,G. 
Then let d,, = 0, D,_,,k_ > 0. If k < n, then choose an h E S := N - k 
and pass to Pth,kj D = .P_,A =: C; see (iii). By Theorems 3.4(vii) and 2.1, 
A S_h,sP,, is pd, whence A,, is almost pd on the K 1 of (ii); see Theorem 5.2. 
Thus k is a key index of A. If k > n, then let r,G, ?, K, be as in (iv). Note 
that column r of .P,G = +Yh,. D has zero diagonal element and positive 
off-diagonal elements. By the preceding result (key index < n), GM_,, N_r is 
almost pd on the (n - I)-face of K, contained in the hyperplane X,. = 0, 
implying that the restriction of q to the hyperplane {x E aB” I ok = 0) is 
almost pd on K, = {x E K I ok = O}; see [12, Theorem 3.91. So k is a key index 
of A. 
(vi): Replace B in the proof of [13, Theorem 5.l(vi)] by D. 
(vii): If k < n is a key index, then A,, with S = N - k is pd of order 
n -2 > I, implying aii > 0 for all i # k. If h < n is another key index, then 
aii > 0 for all i f h; in particular ukk > 0. 
(viii): If D, is a nonsingular n X n principal submatrix of D, then 
n+(D,)<n+(D)=n+(A)=n-1 and n_(D,><nP(D>=n_(A)=l (cf. 
[5, Theorem 611, whence In D, = (n - I, l,O> and det D, < 0. Then let D, be 
a nonsingular (n - 1)X (n - I) p rincipal submatrix of D containing a zero 
diagonal element. Then n_( D,) >, 1 (see [2]) and, because n_( D,) < n_(D) 
= 1, we have n_( 0,) = 1 and det D, < 0. n 
THEOREM 5.4. LRt A = AT E [w”x”, q(x)= xrAx, BE IWtnxn; Eet the 
rows of 
jj:= 1 
[ 1 B 
be pairwise linearly independent except that B, is a negatioe multiple of Bk, 
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k~r;andletL={x~[W”I(x,v~~=O}.ZfAisalmostnndplusontheKof 
(2.2), then, letting A and D be as in (5.1): 
(i) dim K = n - 1. 
(ii) qr. is almost pd on K. The index k is called the key index of A. 
(iii) Zf k <n and hES:=N-k, then A,, is almost strictly copositive, 
and in C:= Ps_,,& CS_,,s_,, is pd, CM_,,,_, is nnd, c,,,, =O, chk # 0, 
cih > 0 fm all i E M\(h, k, r}, c,~ <O, andc,j=O jioralljEM-k. 
(iv) If k > n, 8,, # 0, and G = grkgkrA, then G,, is almost nnd plus 
on K, := {X E rW; 1 GM,N,N X > O], where X is obtained from x by replacing x, 
with vk, and r is the key index of G (thus (iii) applies to G on replacing k 
with r). 
(VI Ifk<n, then aii > 0 for all i # k. 
(vi) d,, = d,, = 0, and either dik > 0 for all i P {k, r) or dik < 0 for all 
i E {k, r), and d, is a negative multiple of d,. 
(vii) Any principal minor of order n of D is nonnegative. Any principal 
minor of order n - 1 containing a zero diagonal element is nonpositive. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 5.3, it suffices to prove (i), (iii), and (vi). 
(i): See Lemma 3.2. 
(iii): Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.3(iii), we see that Ass is almost 
strictly copositive, Cs_h,s_h is pd, and CM_k,M_k is nnd. Further, by 
Theorem 5.2, chh = 0 and cih > 0 for all i ~(h, k,r) [note that B,, has zero 
row r and nonzero rows i # r; cf. the proof of Theorem 5.3(iii)]. Next we 
show that chk f 0. Assume, on the contrary, that (Y = 0 in (5.3). We show that 
then A is nnd plus on K. Take any point x^ E K (i.e., x^ z 0, 6 := Bx^ z 0, 
x^k = 8, =O> with q(x^)=O. The values x =x^, y =O, u = ii :=A?, v =8 
satisfy the table x of (5.2) and thus also the table C of (5.3). From C we 
obtain 
Thus A is nnd plus on K, a contradiction. Finally, the assertion concerning 
C, holds because v, is a negative multiple of xk. 
(vi): As for the last assertion, note that D, is a negative multiple of D, 
because (x, v), is a negative multiple of (x, v),. H 
REMARK 5.3. The meaning of k in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 is in fact the 
same: it indicates a hyperplane L = (x E R” I B,r = 0) such that qL is almost 
pd on L f~ K. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Let A, q, B, 3, K be as in Theorem 5.3. Then A is almost 
nnd plus on K if and only if In A = (n - 1, 1, O), there is a k E M such that 
d,, = 0 and D,_,,, > 0 where D is as in (5.1), and one of the following two 
conditions holds: 
(i) There is (IT! h + k such that d,,,, = 0 and D,M_h,h > 0. 
(ii) $ := min{q(r) I x E K,(r, elk = l} > 0. 
Proof. Sufficiency: We show first that, without loss of generality, we 
may assume h, k < n. If k > n in (ii), then we m”y pass from A to G as in 
Theorem 5.3(iv) and consider G instead of A. If, in (i), h <n <k or 
k < n <h, then we may proceed similarly. If again h, k > n, then we 
consider instead of x a matrix .9;i,yV,G, where s f r (such a matrix exists 
because 3, and Bk are linearly independent). 
Now, assuming k < n in (ii) and h, k < n in (i), we choose, in (ii>, an 
h E S := N - k and pass in both cases from D to C := 9t,L,k)D = 9s_,x. It 
is easy to see that Cs_II,s_II is pd, chII = 0, and C.U_lr,h > 0. Note that, in (i), 
C is an optimal table of the quadratic program in (ii), yielding 4 = 0. Thus, in 
both cases, A is nnd on K; see Theorem 4.1. By [12, Theorem 4.31, A is not 
nnd plus on K. It remains to show that A is nnd plus of order n - 1 on K. By 
Theorem 5.2, A,, is almost pd on K, := {x E K I xii = O}, whence A,, is nnd; 
see [U, Theorem 3.81. Similarly, in (i), A,_,,,,_I, is nnd. It suffices to show 
that A is pd on K, := {x E iw” I xh,xk > O} in (i) and on K \K, in (ii). 
(i): Letting x E K, and denoting R = M \(h, k}, we have 
because C,, is nnd as a principal transform of A,,. 
(ii): Without loss of generality we may assume that xk = 1; see the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. Then q(x) > y^ > 0. 
Necessity: The inertia result follows from Theorem 3.4(vii). To prove the 
rest, let k be a key index of A. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that k < n. Because A is nnd on K, we have d z 0. In the case 4 = 0, let 
(4.3) with C,, > 0, C,, > 0, ckk = 0, C,, and C,, nnd be a suitably permuted 
optimal table of the quadratic program in (ii>. Because A is pd of order n -2 
on I(, we have Ij] < 1. On the other hand j # 0 because A,, is singular, and 
so ]JI = 1. Because As, is almost pd on (x E K I xk = 0), we have C,, = 0, 
C,, > 0; see Theorem 5.2. If C,, were zero, then A would be nnd. We infer 
that C,, is a positive scalar. Further, C,, > 0 because A is pd of order n -2 
on K. Letting j = {h}, we note that D is obtained from C by performing a 
symmetric nonprincipal pivot pair with chk and ckh as pivots and a principal 
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permutation. Thus columns k and h of D have zero diagonal elements and 
positive off-diagonal elements. n 
REMARK 5.4. It is easy to see that condition (i) in Theorem 5.5 can be 
replaced by 
(i’) There is an h f k such that d,,, = 0, D,$,_,, ,, > 0 or d,,, < 0, D,t,_lL,h 
> 0. 
Moreover, if, in the setting of Theorem 5.5, d,,, = 0 and D,_,*,, is nonnega- 
tive but not positive, then A is not almost nnd plus on K. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let A, q, B, 3, K, k, r be as in Theorem 5.4. Then A is 
almost nnd plus on K zf and only if In A = (n - 1, 1, O), d,, = 0, and either 
dik > 0 for all i @(k,rJ or di, < 0 for all i E{k,rI, where D is as in (5.1). 
Proof. Necessity: See Theorems 3.4(vii) and 5.4(vi). 
SujjGiency: Assuming without loss of generality that k < n, we choose an 
h E S := N - k and calculate C := 9tl,,k, D = 9s_hA. It is easy to see that 
c S-h,S-h iS pd, chh = 0, ckh # 0, and ci,, > 0 for all i E (h, k, r}. Moreover, 
because 0,. is a negative multiple of xk, we have c,.~ < 0 and Cr,M_k = 0. By 
[12, Theorem 4.31, A is not nnd plus on K, and by Theorem 5.2, A,, is 
almost pd on K. Finally we use Lemma S.l(iii). n 
RE.MAHK 5.5. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 allow a possibility to simplify the 
proof of the necessity part of [12, Theorem 4.31. Indeed, in case (Ab), A is 
almost nnd plus on K. Let k be a key index of the A of (5.1). In view of 
Theorems 5.3(iv) and 5.4(iv) we may assume that k < n. Denote S = N - k, 
and let h E S, J = M\{h, k}. Th en the matrix D := C = 9s _hA satisfies [12, 
(4.4)] with i = h, j = k. (Case (B) in the proof of the necessity part of [12, 
Theorem 4.31 is insufficiently argued. In fact, Remark 2.4 is needed.) 
We shall next consider the breaking rays of a matrix which is almost nnd 
plus on a pointed polyhedral cone. First we generalize [13, Theorem 5.41. 
TIIEOREM 5.7. If A = AT E [WnXn is almost nnd plus on a pointed polyhe- 
dral cone, then it has one or two breaking rays for nonnegative definiteness 
plus according as it has one or two key indices. 
Proof. In view of [12, Remarks 3.7 and 3.81, it suffices to consider the 
case of the K of (2.2). Assuming K to be solid, we let k be a key index of the 
x of (5.1). We show that there is exactly one breaking ray on which 
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(x,u)~ = 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that k < n; see 
Theorem 5.3(iv). Then A,, with S = N - k is almost pd on K, := {x E K I xk 
= 0}, and by Remark 5.2 there is exactly one breaking ray in K i. Moreover, 
in the light of the proof of Theorem 5.5, there are no breaking rays in int K 
or, if i E M is not a key index, in the hyperplane (x,u)~ = 0. This concludes 
the proof for a solid K. The case of a nonsolid K is analogous. n 
In view of the proof of Theorem 5.7 we have the following result, which 
extends [I3, Theorem 5.51. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let A = AT E [WnX” be almost nnd plus on the K of (2.2), 
and let E > 0. If there is no key index < n, then adding E to any diagonal 
element of A yields a matrix w>hich is pd on K. lf there is exactly one key 
index k < n, then adding E to any diagonal element a,,, i z k, yields a matrix 
which is pd on K. If there are two key indices h, k < n, then adding E to any 
diagonal element a,,, i z h, k, yields a matrix which is pd on K. In any case, 
adding E to two arbitrary diagonal elements of A yields a matrix which is pd 
on K. 
In the setting of Theorem 5.3 or 5.4, let k be a key index of K Then 
x := + DNk = + A-igl, where the sign is chosen so that x 2 0, is a breaking 
point of A for nonnegative definiteness plus on K, because & = & d, > 0, 
q(x) = d,, = 0, and Ax= +@fO. 
We will finally use a numerical example to illustrate almost nnd plus 
matrices. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let 
-“z -2 1 -1 3 1 , B=[-5,1,0]. 
3 -1 1 
For which values of a is A(a) almost nnd plus on K := {x E IL!“, I Bx > O)? 
We use Theorem 5.5. Now, In A(a) = (2,1,0) independently of a, and 
-: 
-2 3 5 1 1 
A= 1 -1 -1 9-a 6-a 4-a 
3 6-a 4-a l-a ’ 
-5 1 0 0 l-  -1-a I 
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whence k = 1 is a candidate for a key index for all a. Clearly, A( - 1) is 
almost nnd plus on K; see Theorem 5.5(i). Then we solve the quadratic 
program in (ii) of Theorem 5.5, obtaining the optimal table 
Yk = 
yi= 1 0 -1 -1 
xg = 
i a+1 1 -2 -5 
2 1 1 0 
x 2= 5 1 0 0 
From this table we see that A(a) is almost nnd plus on K also for a > - 1. 
For all a > - 1, the point (0, 1,l) determines a breaking ray. For a = - 1, the 
point (1,5,2) detemrines another breaking ray. 
REMARK 5.6. We see from Example 5.1 that a matrix of order > 3 which 
is almost nnd plus on a pointed polyhedral cone can have nonpositive 
diagonal elements; cf. [13, Theorem 5.1(i)]. 
6. CRITERIA FOR GENERAL POLYHEDRAL CONES 
The investigation of the almost definiteness of A = AT E LP”~” on the 
general polyhedral cone K of (2.1) is reduced to the case of the nonnegative 
polyhedral cone K of (2.2) as follows; cf. [I2, Section 51. We first eliminate, 
using [12, Remark 3.71, as many free variables xi as possible. Assuming, 
without loss of generality, that the submatrix B,, of B induced by the last 
t := rank B rows and columns is nonsingular, we pass from the table 
(6.1) 
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to the equivalent table A, := .P~2.,j~~js& 
EJy [12, Theorem 3.91, A is nnd (nnd plus, pd) of the same order on K as 
A = [A,,], i,j ~[1,2}, on 
Kpq(X’,V2) ER”lv”>,O, v1 = &v2>O}. (6.3) 
To apply [12, Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.11, we assume without loss of 
generality that the leading principal submatrix of order p := rank A,, of A,, 
is nonsingular; let x1 = (x”, r12), u1 = (ull, u”), where xll,ull E [wr’; and 
pass to the table C := Ptl,,,,,,&: 
ul1 x 12 v2 y’ 
x “Z c 11 -c,T, -c,T, 0 
zd12- - c 21 0 c: c3’, 0 
2j’= l--_-d Y2 = c,, c,, c,, -fir2 () 0 B112 0 (64 
where the last t rows and columns have been deleted. 
If K is pointed, i.e., t = rank B = n, the above scheme reduces. Then in 
the tables x and x1 of (6.1)-(6.2), x1 and u1 are vacuous, and the C of (6.4) 
equals xr with the last n rows and columns deleted. We have 
B 
A=A,,, B= 
[ 1 B l2 , A = A,, = c,, = (B;~)~AB;‘, &, = B,~BG~. 22 
(6.5) 
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Note that applying Theorems 6.1 and 6.3-6.4 below is now simplified, 
because C,, and C,, are vacuous. 
In the sequel we shall in turn deal with almost nnd, almost pd, and 
almost nnd plus matrices. We begin with a criterion for almost nonnegative 
definiteness. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf A = AT E [WnXn, B E Rmx” is of rank t > 1, K is as in 
(2.1), Aas in (6.11, C as in (6.4), and 
then A is almost nnd on K $ and only if C,, is pd and one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(i) C,, = 0, and C,, is almost nnd on K,. ,. 
(ii) t = 1, C,, f 0, and B,, > 0. 
Proof. We establish the necessity part only (sufficiency can be proved 
by reversing the argument). Let first t > 2. Note that A is almost nnd on the 
K, of (6.3), whence K, and K, are solid. Let K, = {v” E K, I wk = 0) be a 
(t - l)-face of K,. Then K, := ((x’,v’) E K, I ok = 0) is an (n - l)-face of K,. 
In view of [12, Theorem 3.91 we may assume that ok is included in u2 (if ok 
is included in ui, apply a symmetric nonprincipal pivot pair to C to make uk 
independent; note that C,, is zero if and only if the block replacing it in the 
new table is zero). Because A,_,,,_, is nnd on K,, it follows from [12, 
Corollary 5.11 that C,, is pd, C,, is nnd on K,, and the rows of C,, are zero 
except possibly that corresponding to yk. To show that in fact C,. = 0, let 
{X E K, I v,, = O} be another (t - l)-face of K,. Again we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that v,, is included in v2 (if uh is included in ul, 
apply a symmetric nonprincipal pivot pair to C to get a table where v,, and 
vk are independent; note that the row of t?i2 corresponding to v,, contains a 
nonzero element outside of the column corresponding to ok, because wh is 
not a multiple of ok). It follows that the row of C,,, corresponding to yk, is 
zero, implying C,, = 0. Finally note that, by [12, Corollary 5.11, C,, is not 
nnd on K,. 
Then let t = 1. If C,, = 0, then (i) holds. If again C,, # 0, we must have 
L?ia > 0 because K, is solid. n 
REMARK 6.1. The numerical example in Remark 3.1 constitutes an 
instance of Theorem 6.l(ii). 
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If K is pointed, then Theorem 6.1 is considerably simplified. 
THE~HEM 6.2. Let A = AT E [WnXn, let the K of (2.1) he pointed, and let 
the rows of B be pairwise linearly independent. Then A is almost nnd on K if 
and only if In A = (n - l,l,O) and BA-‘B’< 0 (in which case all the 
ofi-diagonal elements of BA-‘BT are negative, In BA-‘BT = (n - 1,1, m - n), 
and all the principal minors of BA- ‘B?‘ are nonpositive ). 
Proof. By [12, Theorem 3.91, A is almost nnd on K if and only if the A 
in (6.5) is almost nnd on the K, of (6.3), where x1 is now vacuous. By 
Theorem 5.1, this happens if and only if In A = In A = (n - 1, l,O> and 
I B,,A-‘B& B,,A-‘B;, B A-‘BT I GO 12 22 B,,A-‘By, (6.6) 
(because the rows of 
are pair-wise linearly independent). To conclude the proof of the first part 
note that (6.6) is equivalent to BA- ‘BT < 0. The second part of the theorem 
(stated in parentheses) is a consequence of [12, Theorem 3.101. n 
REMARK 6.2. If A = AT E [wnx” is almost nnd on the K of (2.11, a 
breaking point of A (for nonnegative definiteness on K) can be determined 
by means of the tables A, and C as follows. In case (i) of Theorem 6.1, 
determine a breaking point 6’ of C,, for nonnegative definiteness on K,, 
and substitute U” = 0, x1’ = 0, v2 = c2, y1 = 0 into the table C to get 2”. 
Then substitute these values into the table A, to get f”. The resulting point 
x^ is a breaking point. In case (ii) of Theorem 6.1, substitute U” = 0, v2 = 1, 
y1 = 0, and xl2 = - c&c2 into the table C, where (Y > 0 is sufficiently large 
to yield q(a) = C,, -2aC,,C& < 0. The corresponding point f, obtained 
with the aid of the table A,, is a breaking point. 
REMARK 6.3. If A = AT E [WnXn 1s almost nnd on a pointed polyhedral 
cone K (2.1), then x := - A-‘(B, + B,Jr with r z s is a breaking point of A, 
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because, denoting G = BA-‘BT, we have that Bx = - g, - g, > 0 and q(x) 
= g,, + g,, +2g,, < 0; see Theorem 6.2. If g,, < 0, then x := - A-‘BT is a 
breaking point. 
The following theorem (provable with the aid of [12, Theorem 5.21) can 
be used together with Theorems 6.1 and 6.4 to test almost definiteness. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A, B, t, K, A, C, K, be as in Theorem 6.1. Then A is 
almost pd on K af and only if C,, is pd, C,, is vacuous, and C,, is almost pd 
on K,. 
Next we give a test for almost nonnegative definiteness plus. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A, B, t, K, A, C, K, be as in Theorem 6.1, and let no 
row of B be a nonnegative multiple of another. Then A is almost nnd plus on 
K if and only tf C,, is pd and one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) t > 2, C,, = 0, and C,, is almost nnd plus on K,. 
(ii) t = 1, m = 2, and C,, f 0. 
Proof. Suficiency follows from [12, Theorem 5.21. 
Necessity: (i): t > 2. Firstly, A being nnd plus of order n - 1 on K,, we 
have that C,, is pd, C,, = 0, and ?,a is nnd plus of order t - 1 on K,; cf. the 
proof of Theorem 6.1. Secondly, A being nnd on K,, C,, is nnd on K,. And 
thirdly, d not being nnd plus on K,, C,, is not nnd plus on K,. 
(ii): t = 1. We have m = 2, because m = 1 is not possible; see Remark 3.4. 
Thus K c R” and K, c R are nonsolid, whence K, = (0). If now C,, were 
zero, then A would be nnd plus on K by [12, Theorem 5.21; a contradiction. 
n 
REMARK 6.4. The numerical example in Remark 3.5 constitutes an 
instance of Theorem 6.4(n). 
REMARK 6.5. Let A = AT E Rnx” be almost nnd plus on the K of (2.1). 
If t = rank B > 2, then a breaking point of A (for nonnegative definiteness 
plus on K) can be determined along the same lines as in the almost nnd case; 
see Remark 6.2. In the case t = 1 substitute ul’ = 0, xi2 = C&, v2 = 0, 
y1 = 0 into the table C to get XI’. The corresponding point X, obtained with 
the aid of the table x1, yields q(x) = 0. Moreover, because y2, B,, E R\{O], 
we have u = Ax - BTy = 0, implying AX = BTy = [ B,,, B,,lTy” # 0. Thus x 
is a breaking point, and so is - X. The breaking rays determined by these 
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two breaking points form together a breaking Zinc (in the numerical example 
mentioned in Remark 3.5, K itself is a breaking line). 
The following result generalizes Theorem 5.7. 
THEOREM 6.5. If a nonsingular matrix A = AT E [wnX” is almost nnd plus 
on the K of @.I), then it has one or two breaking rays. 
Proof. Let first t 2 2. Then x l2 in the table C is vacuous. It follows 
from Remark 6.5 that corresponding to any breaking ray of C,, there is a 
breaking ray of A. Thus A has at least as many breaking rays as C,, (which 
has one or two such rays; see Theorem 5.7). Let 4 E K\{O} yield y(f) = 0. 
With the aid of C we obtain 
q( x^) = ( i;“)TCllp + pc,,p = 0 j ;” = 0, @TC3,$” = 0. 
Here 8” # 0 because 
see the tables xi and C. We deduce that 6” belongs to a breaking ray of C,, 
and that corresponding to this ray there is a unique breaking ray of A. 
Then let t = 1, when we have Theorem 6.4(u). Because A is nonsingular, 
C,, must be 1 X 1. Moreover, because K, = (01, we have u = Bx = 0 for all 
r E K. Let 2 E K\(O) yield q(x^)= 0. Then o(Z)= (ii”)rC,,ii” = 0 implies 
u A11 = 0. We deduce that the breaking points corresponding to rl’ = f 1, 
U 
11 _ 
- 0, o2 = 0, y1 = 0 dete rmine the only breaking rays of A (these two rays 
together form a breaking line of A). n 
Finally we give some supplementary results. 
THEOREM 6.6. Zf A = AT E Rnx” is almost nnd or almost nnd plus on the 
K of (2.1), then rank A 2 rank B. 
Proof. The case t := rank B = 1 being trivial, let t 2 2. By [12, Theorem 
3.91, Sylvester’s law of inertia, and Theorem 2.1, 
In A = In C,, + In C’, where C’= 
0 G 
[ 1 c ’ 32 c33 (6.7) 
implying rank A > rank C’ > rank C,, = t. n 
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REMARK 6.6. Theorems 3.1-3.4 and Corollaries 3.1-3.2 can for the most 
part be derived from [12, Theorems 3.7-3.81 and [13, Theorems 5.1-5.2 and 
Corollaries 5.1-5.31 with the aid of Theorems 6.1-6.4. As a sample we prove 
the first part of Theorem 3.l(iii) [note that the first part of Theorem 3.4(v) 
can be verified along the same lines]. Using (6.71, we obtain n_(A) = n_ CC’> 
= 1; see 112, Theorem 3.7(i)] for th e case C,, = 0 and [2] for the case t = 1, 
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